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Combat missions and other flights 

This list describes 36 of CPT Evans’ recorded flights (some did not count toward 
his 30 combat missions).  There is no record of the countless local, practice or training 
flights he surely made. 
 
Date                    Target                          Serial # and           458th BG’s     Pilot’s 
                      A/C Name             Mission #     Mission # 
 
8 Jun 1944, UNSPECIFIED TARGETS, 44-40288 BAD GIRL, AZ429 
 The 458th BG’s fourth AZON mission was abandoned owing to bad weather (did 
not count as a combat mission).  The Shannon Diary puts it this way:  “We got up at 0130 
to bomb some bridges just back of the invasion lines, to tie up the Jerries [Germans].  We 
flew down over southern England to rendezvous, but the weather was too bad and the 
mission was called off.” 
 
24 Jun 1944, ST. OMER, 41-28719 PADDLEFOOT, 78, 130 
 The target was “noball” facilities (code for Nazi V-1 flying bomb and/or V-2 
rocket launch installations) between Cauchie D’Ecques and St. Omer, France (east of 
Normandy and Calais, near the coast).  Due to complete cloud cover, no bombs were 
dropped.  This mission took at least four hours. 
 
28 Jun 1944, SAARBRUCKEN, 42-110163 TIME’S A WASTIN’, 81, 231 
 The target was marshalling yards (railroad staging facilities).  No enemy aircraft 
were encountered; flak appeared over the target area, and six to 10 rockets were fired 
inaccurately at the formation.  Bombing results were good. 
 
 From the diary of 1LT Meredith Moore,32 navigator, on the same mission and in 
the same squadron as CPT Evans: 
 

During our return to England . . . we noticed another B24 with our wing’s 
markings flying about a half mile to our right.  Our radio operator . . . contacted 
the plane and was told that they had encountered a problem and had to drop out of 
formation before reaching the target but were OK now.  We both continued on 
toward England.  However, when we reached the channel, they did a 180 deg turn 
and headed back toward Germany.  We reported this at our debriefing and were 
told that the plane was probably one that had crash landed behind enemy lines, 
been repaired and was being flown by a German crew on the flank of our 

                                                 
29  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jun44/458BG-AZ04-08Jun44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
30  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jun44/458BG-078-24Jun44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
31  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jun44/458BG-081-28Jun44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
  
32  http://www.458bg.com/crewperkinson.htm (Oct. 2015). 
 

http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jun44/458BG-AZ04-08Jun44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jun44/458BG-078-24Jun44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jun44/458BG-081-28Jun44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/crewperkinson.htm
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formation to radio our speed and altitude to the flak installations.  No wonder the 
flak guns were so accurate! 
 
From the Mission Record of S/SGT Joseph F. Risco,33 gunner, on the same  

mission and in the squadron ahead of CPT Evans’ squadron: 
 
6-28-44 – Saarbrucken, Germany.  Intersection of four railroad carrying troop 
reinforcements to battle of Normandy.  Wiped out the whole works.  Flew back 
over Belgium, France, and Holland.  Saw another group bomb a huge airfield.  
Our tail gunner got hit in the back with a piece of flak.  Saw (4) enemy planes, our 
P-38 & P-47 escort chased them off.  56 flak guns gave us pounding of our life.  
We had 23 fist-size hole all over our plane.  With Lt. Hooven’s crew. 

 
29 Jun 1944, ASCHERSLEBEN, 41-28735 UNKNOWN [AIRCRAFT], 82, ABORT34 
 The target was a Junkers airframe factory.  CPT Evans had to abort owing to an 
internal failure in engine #2, thus this did not count toward his 30 missions. 
 
7 Jul 1944, LUTZKENDORF, 42-110163 TIME'S A WASTIN’, 86, 335 
 The target was a synthetic oil plant deep inside Germany.  Results were good.  
“Moderate to intense and accurate [gunfire] was encountered at Lutzkendorf . . . during . . 
. bombing runs.  Considerably more [antiaircraft fire] was encountered at this target than 
was expected . . . Rockets were seen at Lutzkendorf . . . The rockets . . . burst into thick 
white smoke puffs resembling phosphorous.”  At one point during the mission, some 25 
to 50 enemy aircraft flew under the formation, but they did not attack, probably owing to 
the presence of the bombers’ Little Friends.  Flight time was almost eight hours. 
 

The deputy lead of CPT Evans’ squadron experienced a mechanical problem and 
turned back before reaching the target.  The crippled B-24 eventually dropped to 2,000’ 
and flew directly over the seaport city of Emden, Germany, where flak set her on fire and 
she plunged into the harbor.  The pilot and three crew members perished.  Six survivors 
were held POWs for 10 months, http://www.458bg.com/crewlarson.htm (Oct. 2015). 
 
8 Jul 1944, ANIZY, 42-51110 TOP O’ THE MARK, 87, 436 
 The target was a railroad embankment along the Aisne Canal northeast of Paris.  
High clouds caused a recall. 
 
12 Jul 1944, MUNICH, 44-40285 TABLE STUFF, 89, 537 

                                                 
33  http://www.458bg.com/crewnorthrop.htm (Aug. 2016) (Risco Mission Record). 
 
34  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jun44/458BG-082-29Jun44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
35  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-086-07Jul44.pdf (Sept. 2015); 
http://www.458bg.com/crewhansenrw.htm (Sept. 2015), mission log of 2LT Robert W. Hansen. 
  
36  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-087-08Jul44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
37  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-089-12Jul44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 

http://www.458bg.com/crewlarson.htm
http://www.458bg.com/crewnorthrop.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jun44/458BG-082-29Jun44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-086-07Jul44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/crewhansenrw.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-087-08Jul44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-089-12Jul44.pdf
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 The target was a marshalling yard.  Flak over the target was intense but only fairly 
accurate at best; none was encountered en route back to base.  Bombing results were 
unobserved due to cloud cover. 
 
16 Jul 1944, SAARBRUCKEN, 44-40285 TABLE STUFF, 91, ABORT38 
  The target was another marshalling yard.  CPT Evans’ co-pilot suffered severe 
stomach pains at 18,000’39 so the sortie was aborted, although the bombs were evidently 
dropped on a target of opportunity (a highway).  CPT Evans said that he rarely, if ever, 
returned to base carrying bombs and rarely, if ever, jettisoned them over the ocean; he 
always tried to find a target of opportunity. 
 
17 Jul 1944, PAS DE CALAIS AREA, 42-52441 LAST CARD LOUIE, 92, 640 
 The target was three noball installations along the French coast.  Results ranged 
from poor to very good, depending on the specific area each aircraft attacked. 
 
 The intelligence officer submitted this report:  “A B-17 with no markings or ball 
turret was observed in the formation near Rouen enroute back.  It came to within 400 
yards of our [aircraft TABLE STUFF] and the tail gunner opened fire.  It then dropped 
back to about 1000 yards and followed the formation just past the English coast then 
turned west.”  TABLE STUFF was flying in the same squadron as, and directly on the 
port side of, CPT Evans’ LAST CARD LOUIE.  Clearly, the Germans, in a captured B-17, 
had sneaked close to the formation and reported the exact altitude to their ground troops 
manning the anti-aircraft guns, thus allowing for accurate flak. 
 
20 Jul 1944, EISENACH, 42-110141, BREEZY LADY, 95, 741 
 The primary target was an aircraft engine factory in Germany, but cloud cover 
resulted in the formation attacking targets of opportunity with fair to good results.  The 
unhappy conclusion of CPT Evans’ sortie is described in the first story, supra at p. 5. 
 
21 Jul 1944, MUNICH, 44-40201 SILVER CHIEF, 96, 842 
 The target was the Dornier aircraft factory in Neuaubing (near Munich).  The 
squadron in which CPT Evans flew hit residential areas and fields.  Flak over the target 
area was intense and accurate.  The intelligence report notes that “two B-24s with red and 
silver tail, marking “K” “S” in circle on wings seen flying with formation.  It was 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
38  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-091-16Jul44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
39    Inasmuch as B-24s had no pressurization, intestinal tracts “could swell like balloons and cause [a man] 
to double over in pain”: Ambrose, Stephen E., THE WILD BLUE, Simon & Schuster (2001). 
 
40  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-092-17Jul44.pdf  (Sept. 2015). 
  
41  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-095-20Jul44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
42  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-096-21Jul44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 

http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-091-16Jul44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-092-17Jul44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-095-20Jul44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-096-21Jul44.pdf
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observed that the waist windows were closed and the tail turrets apparently unoccupied.”  
These were doubtless more German-captured Liberators. 
 
24 Jul 1944, ST. LO, 44-40275 SHACK TIME, 97, 943 
 The mission was a “ticklish, pin-point precision job” in the St. Lo area to support 
ground troops trying to break out of Normandy after the D-Day invasion.  Thus the bomb 
drops had to be made after visual identification of the targets.  Although many aircraft 
reached the target, the formation’s mission was scrapped for the day because bad weather 
hid the troops who were directly below. 
 
25 Jul 1944, ST. LO AREA “B”, 44-40285 TABLE STUFF, 98, 1044 
 Area “B” was around Montreuil; the mission was again to support ground troops 
in Normandy.  Considering the low altitude of the attack – 12,000’ – German defense 
(i.e., from flak) was “singularly unsuccessful”.  This was likely because enemy positions 
were being shelled by Allied artillery so that forward positions may have been put out of 
action. 
 
1 Aug 1944, T.O.s FRANCE, 44-40281 A DOG'S LIFE, 100, 1145 
 The target was three noball installations.  Due to bad weather, the formation 
bombed several targets of opportunity (“T.O.s”) in France with unobserved results. 
 
6 Aug 1944, HAMBURG, 44-40281 A DOG'S LIFE, 106, 1246 
 The target was an oil refinery deep in Germany with very good results; hits were 
made on refineries and oil storage areas.  Intense and accurate flak was encountered. 
 
 CPT Evans was flying deputy lead of the second squadron, right behind and to the 
right of the lead aircraft.  When nearly over the target, he saw the flak hit the lead aircraft 
and watched the plane explode and go down.47  He did not see anyone bail out.  He took 
over the lead (with CAPT Richard D. Harland, Squadron Bombardier, aboard as Deputy 
Lead Pilot) and they succeeded in getting the formation’s bombs dropped.  During the 
debriefing at Horsham, COL James S. Isbell, Commanding Officer of the 458th BG, 
asked CAPT Evans for details.  He gave them, saying that he didn’t think anyone 
survived.  “You’d be surprised,” COL Isbell replied.  Later, they learned that of the 11 
men on board, two – the pilot and Command Pilot – did survive, but as POWs through 
the end of the war. 
 

                                                 
43  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-097-24Jul44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
  
44  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-098-25Jul44.pdf (Sept. 2015).  
 
45  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-100-01Aug44.pdf (Oct. 2015). 
 
46  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-106-06Aug44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
  
47    Nine crewmen were killed, but two survived, when the aircraft was destroyed, 
http://www.458bg.com/crew77hancock.htm (Sept. 2015). 
 

http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-097-24Jul44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jul44/458BG-098-25Jul44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-100-01Aug44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-106-06Aug44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/crew77hancock.htm
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 T/SGT Lewis E. Roberts, radio operator aboard a B-24 also in the second 
squadron, wrote, “Terrific flak (240 guns) like thunder . . . lost three planes.”48 
 

From the diary of CPT Robert W. Hansen, lead of the first squadron:  “One 
aircraft from the 755th received a direct flak hit during the bomb run.  They were flying as 
the lead [of the second] section.  The direct hit caused the wings to fall off when the 
aircraft exploded and headed for the ground in flames.  Total time logged was six hours 
and thirty minutes”, http://www.458bg.com/crewhansenrw.htm (Sept. 2015).49 
 

 
Liberators flying through the flak at Hamburg on 6 August 1944 

http://www.458bg.com/crew77hancock.htm (Sept. 2015) Photo credit, Bill Kramer 
 

 
9 Aug 1944, SAARBRUCKEN, 44-40281 A DOG'S LIFE, 109, 1350 
 The primary target was a ball bearing plant at the edge of Stuttgart, but due to 
weather, the secondary target of Saarbrucken’s marshalling yard was attacked.  Results 

                                                 
48  http://www.458bg.com/crewwagner.htm (Aug. 2016) (Roberts Mission Log). 
 
49  It is possible that S/SGT Larry Matson, waist gunner, was aboard A DOG’S LIFE on this mission.  If so, 
he likely saw the stricken plane explode.  This may account for his being hospitalized at Horsham for “shell 
shock” after his 12th mission, see pp. 50-51, infra. 
 
50  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-109-09Aug44.pdf (Sept. 2015).  
 

http://www.458bg.com/crewhansenrw.htm
http://www.458bg.com/crew77hancock.htm
http://www.458bg.com/crewwagner.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-109-09Aug44.pdf
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were fair to good:  hits were observed on the marshalling yard, railroad facilities, a road 
bridge and built-up areas in the city.  Intense and accurate flak was encountered by most 
groups.  CPT Evans flew the lead plane of the second squadron; MAJ Frank E. Wright 
was aboard as Command Pilot. 
 

From the Risco Mission Record: 
 

8/9/44 – Saarbrucken, Germany.  I flew as bombardier on Lt Helfrecht’s [ship].  I 
dropped bombs & flew nose turret.  We bombed the most vital German railroad 
marshalling yards.  Our bombs made direct hits on the yards & also hit the city of 
Saarbrucken itself.  We could see fires miles away & smoke thousands of feet up.  
We carried 1,000 pounders & they really did a good job.  We were also hitting the 
Stutguard [sic] area.  Flak was very heavy & accurate.  Germans also sent up 
fighters. Our escorts shot down 38 of them.  Flak got 4 of our planes.  I saw about 
26 men bail out.  Two planes each flying on our tail were shot down.  I saw 8 bail 
out of one & only one out of the other which exploded.  The Germans had a field 
day with flak.  Never saw so much in my life.  Our ship got 18 hits.  One piece 
stuck in my flak suit.  Lucky me. 

 

 
Just before bomb release at Saarbrucken, 9 August 1944 

http://www.458bg.com/august-1944 (Sept. 2015) Photo credit, William Case 
 

http://www.458bg.com/august-1944
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15 Aug 1944, VECHTA, 44-40281 A DOG'S LIFE, 114, ABORT51 
 The target was Nazi-held airfields in northeast France.  CPT Evans had to abort 
because all four generators failed. 
 
17 Aug 1944, LE FOULONS, 44-40275 SHACK TIME, AZ11, 1452 
 The target was a railroad bridge.  This was the 458th BG’s eleventh AZON mission.  
No bombs were dropped due to cloud cover.  CPT Leland Glenwood “Glen” Griffith was 
aboard as Command Pilot. 
 

Fifteen days later, on 1 September when aboard another aircraft as Command Pilot, 
CPT Griffith and the entire 10-member crew were killed upon takeoff in a crash at RAF 
Attlebridge on a bomb run to Germany.  CPT Griffith’s first and only child, a daughter, was 
born in California on 8 September.  His wife did not learn of his death until 18 September.53 
 
18 Aug 1944, WOIPPY, 44-40281 A DOG'S LIFE, 116, ABORT, 1554 
 The target was an aircraft engine factory in France; an 8-hour flight.  CPT Evans 
flew lead of the second squadron with MAJ Robert H. Hinckley, Jr., aboard as Command 
Pilot.  While the official records show “Swartz” (LTC Paul Schwartz) in that position, LT 
Cline’s and LT Carey Rockey Evans’ narratives, naming MAJ Hinckley, are surely 
correct.  The reason for the abort is explained in LT Cline’s story (supra at p. 7) about the 
collision that damaged the aircraft’s wing. 
 
25 Aug 1944, HOLLAND, 44-40275 SHACK TIME, AZ12, 1655 
 The 458th BG’s twelfth AZON mission.  The target was the Moerdijk Bridge in 
Holland.  CPT Evans flew lead with MAJ John A. Hensler, the Squadron Commander, 
aboard as Command Pilot.  No flack or fighter opposition was encountered.  The official 
report claims that the bridge was hit three times, although a strike photo appears to show 
no direct hits on it. 
 
26 Aug 1944, HOLLAND, 42-100431 BOMB-AH-DEAR, AZ13, 1756 

                                                 
51  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-114-15Aug44.pdf (Sept. 2015).  
 
52  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-AZ11-17Aug44.pdf (Sept. 2015); 
http://www.458bg.com/azonproject.htm (Sept. 2015).  
 
53  http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=pv&GRid=34722685&PIpi=127837922 (Feb. 2016); 
http://www.458bg.com/captgriffith (Sept. 2015). 
 
54  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-116-18Aug44.pdf (Sept. 2015).  
 
55  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-AZ12-25Aug44.pdf (Sept. 2015); 
http://www.458bg.com/AzonProject/AZON25Aug44MoerdjikBridges2_WEB.jpg (Sept. 2015); see also 
http://www.458bg.com/azonproject.htm (Sept. 2015), noting no direct hits. 
 
56  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-AZ13-26Aug44.pdf (Sept. 2015); 
http://www.458bg.com/azonproject.htm (Sept. 2015). 
 

http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-114-15Aug44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-AZ11-17Aug44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/azonproject.htm
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=pv&GRid=34722685&PIpi=127837922
http://www.458bg.com/captgriffith
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-116-18Aug44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-AZ12-25Aug44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/AzonProject/AZON25Aug44MoerdjikBridges2_WEB.jpg
http://www.458bg.com/azonproject.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Aug44/458BG-AZ13-26Aug44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/azonproject.htm
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 Another AZON mission attempt at the Moerdijk Bridge.  No bombs were dropped 
due to cloud cover, but the crews got sortie credit. 
 
10 Sept 1944, ULM, 44-40283, LASSIE COME HOME, 125, AZ15, 1857 
 The BG’s fifteenth AZON mission.  The primary target, a munitions terminal in 
Ulm, was covered by clouds, so a secondary target, a marshalling yard, was attacked.  
Results were unobserved due to cloud cover.  Then-1LT Evans flew the lead plane of the 
second squadron – MAJ Theodore J. Brevakis was aboard as Command Pilot, while CPT 
Richard D. Harland was bombardier. 
 
26 Sept 1944, LILLE, 42-11063, UNKNOWN [AIRCRAFT], TR0958 
 The B-24 was borrowed from another Bomb Group.  Much of September 1944 
was devoted to the 458th BG ferrying more than 800,000 of gallons of gas for the fuel-
starved tanks of General Patton’s Third Army in France.  Called “truckin’ missions”, they 
did not count toward crews’ combat missions.  Truckin’ missions required less than a 10-
man crew; CPT Evans recalled that in addition to himself as pilot, a co-pilot, a navigator, 
a crew chief and a radio operator were aboard. 
 
29 Sept 1944, LILLE, 41-28714, CYCLONE/UTTERLY DEVASTATING, TR1259 
 On this truckin’ flight, CPT Evans’ Liberator carried 1,662 gallons of 80 octane 
gasoline. 
 
7 Oct 1944, MAGDEBURG, 42-50456 DOROTHY KAY SPECIAL, 130, 1960 
 The primary target was an oil refinery.  The third squadron dropped its bombs on 
a target of opportunity in the Delden/Hengelo area of Holland, “with poor results” – they 
fell in open fields and woods causing no tactical damage.  The squadron bombed that 
target owing to “equipment failure at the primary [target]”.  CPT Evans flew lead of the 
third squadron; MAJ Frank E. Wright was aboard as Command Pilot. 
 
 From the Risco Mission Record: 
 

10/7/44 – Magdeburg, Germany.  We bombed a vital oil refinery with 1200 
pounders.  The refinery was in [a] complete blaze after we hit it.  I could see 
smoke up to 15,000 feet & many fires and explosions.  It was estimated that the 
refinery turned out 50,000 barrels annually.  We should of completely destroyed 
it.  Flak was very heavy.  We were in flak for 7 minutes at target.  Many rockets 
were also shot at us. On the way back we ran into heavy flak at Brunswick and 

                                                 
57  http://www.458bg.com/azonproject.htm (Jun. 2015); http://www.458bg.com/crewbrevakis.htm (Sept. 
2015); http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Sep44/458BG-125-10Sep44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
58  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Sep44/458BG-TR09-26Sep44.pdf (Sept. 2015); 
http://www.458bg.com/truckin.htm (Jun. 2015). 
 
59  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Sep44/458BG-TR12-29Sep44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
60  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Oct44/458BG-130-07Oct44.pdf (Sept. 2015).  
 

http://www.458bg.com/azonproject.htm
http://www.458bg.com/crewbrevakis.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Sep44/458BG-125-10Sep44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Sep44/458BG-TR09-26Sep44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/truckin.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Sep44/458BG-TR12-29Sep44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Oct44/458BG-130-07Oct44.pdf
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Hanover.  Bruff’s oxygen hose was hit and he passed out.  Clacko brought him 
to.  We got 30 holes and Gorman found a piece of flak 5 inches long.  It was 
about 45 below.  Our escort was heaviest yet and they warded off a few hundred 
enemy fighters which were waiting for us.  We flew over Holland and France. 
 

14 Oct 1944, COLOGNE, 44-40281 A DOG'S LIFE, 132, 2061 
 The target was a marshalling yard.  Due to bad weather, bombing results were 
unobserved.  CPT Evans flew lead of fifth squadron; MAJ Charles H. Booth was aboard 
as Command Pilot. 
 
 This must have been an especially terrifying mission.  The “Tactical Report of 
Mission” reads as follows:  “All Groups encountered moderate to intense gunfire over 
Cologne of varying accuracy.  The two Groups which encountered the most intense and 
accurate predictor control fire were the 392nd [BG] and the 458th [BG], and it appears as 
if the enemy concentrated largely on these two formations which their times over the 
target would have allowed.”  
 

T/SGT Lewis E. Roberts, radio operator in the second squadron, noted “-33 
deg[rees] . . . heavy flak”.62 

 
A diary kept by S/SGT Lee Watson (ball turret gunner) in the third squadron 

described events this way:  “We were the last of the 2000 bombers and the first part of 
the 458th caught hell.  We got a few flak holes.  One ship was lost, hit by flak.  Flak was 
accurate and intense . . . We caught flak all the way out.  Many ships were full of 
holes.”63. 

 
CPT Evans, lead of the fifth squadron, was not far from the ship (JOLLY ROGER) 

that was lost (she was in the fourth squadron).  A detailed description of the tragedy, in 
the words of JOLLY ROGER’s navigator 2LT Robert F. Farrell, is found at 
http://www.458bg.com/crewaa87klusmeyer.htm (Sept. 2017). 
 
30 Oct 1944, HARBURG, 42-50768 ARISE MY LOVE AND COME WITH ME, 139, 2164 
 The target was an oil refinery.  CPT Evans flew lead of the “high high right” 
(fourth) squadron; MAJ Paul F. Betzold was aboard as Command Pilot.  Results were 
                                                 
61 http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Oct44/458BG-133-14Oct44.pdf (Sept. 2015).  
 
62  Roberts Mission Log. 
 
63  http://www.458bg.com/crewaa48moran.htm (Sept. 2015) (Watson Diary).  Typically, led by an 
assembly plane, bombers would climb into formations of three or more squadrons of 12 or so aircraft each 
(the assembly plane then returned to base).  This group formation of 36 or more would climb to about 
20,000’, where the group leader would wedge it into position within the wing (about 72 planes).  The wing 
leader then moved the flock into position within the bomber stream.  As many as 3,000 various types of 
bombers and fighters might participate in a single raid, 
http://www.2ndair.org.uk/consumption/groups/public/documents/article/ncc095743.pdf (Feb. 2016). 
 
64 http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Oct44/458BG-139-30Oct44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 

http://www.458bg.com/crewaa87klusmeyer.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Oct44/458BG-133-14Oct44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/crewaa48moran.htm
http://www.2ndair.org.uk/consumption/groups/public/documents/article/ncc095743.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Oct44/458BG-139-30Oct44.pdf
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unobserved due to heavy cloud cover.  T/SGT Roberts, in another Liberator in CPT 
Evans’ squadron, wrote, “clouds – heavy flak behind us”.65 
 

A B-24 in the rear of CPT Evans’ squadron broke in half when she was hit by 
flak.  Five crew members bailed out and spent six months as POWs; four were unable to 
bail out and were killed when the plane went down, 
http://www.458bg.com/crewej4curland (Oct. 2015). 

 
From the Risco Mission Record: 
 
10/30/44 – Hamburg [Harburg], Germany.  We bombed Germany’s largest oil 
refineries.  We encountered very bad weather and had to bomb by instruments.  
We were at 27,000 feet and the weather was so bad, we couldn’t see the ships 
next to us.  We pretty near collided twice.  On the bomb run, Lt. Swartz did a 
wonderful job of blind flying.  We couldn’t see bomb hits, but photo 
[reconnaissance] showed our 2,000 pounders did a good job of destruction.  
Photos showed large fires and very heavy damage to target.  It was very cold (-48 
degrees) and at times so cold that our windows had a 1/4" of frost on them and we 
couldn’t see a thing.  It was the worst mission I ever went on concerning weather.  
Flak was terrific and heaviest I’ve ever encountered.  I really was scared too.  All 
we could do was hear the stuff exploding around us and couldn’t see it.  Once in a 
while through breaks [in the cloud] we could see many bursts of flak all around 
us.  Our fighter escort was very good and only a few enemy fighters were reported 
in the area.  They couldn’t of seen us anyway in that lousy weather and we the 
same.  Lt. Swartz, Gorman, Clacko and Sgt. Foley finished their tour on this 
mission at 32.  I still have three to go. 
 

 
 

                                                 
65  Roberts Mission Log. 
 

http://www.458bg.com/crewej4curland
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Bombing results in Harburg when finally photographed 

http://www.lipper.cc/8th_AF/hazards/pages/Damage6.htm (Oct. 2015) 
 
 

5 Nov 1944, KARLSRUHE, 42-50768 ARISE MY LOVE AND COME WITH ME, 142, 
2266 
 The target was a marshalling yard.  Bombing results were unobserved due to 
cloud cover.  Moderate to intense, accurate flak was encountered.  CPT Evans flew lead 
of the high right (third) squadron; CPT James F. Simes was aboard as Command Pilot.  
T/SGT Roberts (in the same third squadron) reported “-31deg[rees] – cloud over target . . 
. Flak at target – very rough air coming back & rain”.67  Mission Diary of 2LT Walter A. 
Schuch, co-pilot of another aircraft in the third squadron, wrote “Very heavy flak.  Field 
socked in on return.  What a trip, whew!”  http://www.458bg.com/crewba3eisert.htm 
(Sept. 2015).68 
 
 From the Risco Mission Record: 
 

                                                 
66  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Nov44/458BG-142-05Nov44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
67 Roberts Mission Log. 
 
68 2LT Edouard J. Jacques, bombardier in the same B-24 as LT Schuch, hand-plotted the formation’s 
course on a map:  http://worldwartwoheroes.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Mission-7.pdf (Oct. 2015). 
 

http://www.lipper.cc/8th_AF/hazards/pages/Damage6.htm
http://www.458bg.com/crewba3eisert.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Nov44/458BG-142-05Nov44.pdf
http://worldwartwoheroes.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Mission-7.pdf
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11/5/44 – Karlsruhe, Germany.  MY LAST MISSION.  We were supposed to 
bomb German pill boxes with 2,000 pounders near Nancy, France.  The weather 
was bad, so instead of taking a chance of hitting our own troops, we bombed 
marshalling yards at Karlsruhe.  We bombed by instruments and couldn’t see 
results.  The temperature was (-49 degrees).  Flak at target was very heavy and 
accurate.  I really sweated our bomb run out and prayed hard.  God answered my 
prayers and got us through safe.  Flak was bursting very close to us and we got 26 
holes in our ship.  A few holes were in my tail turret, but none hit me.  Enemy 
fighters arose, but our fighters drove them off.  I shot at 3 fighters and got a 
probable to my credit.  I saw the ship I hit on fire, but it disappeared and I didn’t 
see him go down. 
 
I flew my last mission with Lt. Coode, our old co-pilot.  Well, that’s the end of 
my missions and thank God I made it.  I was the first man in our squadron and 
bomb group to complete thirty-five missions.  Awards: D.F.C., Air Medal and 6 
clusters, ETO Ribbon with 3 battle stars, Certificate of Valor. 
 
Coming back from my last mission, we ran into an 80 MPH gale over England.  
We were very low on gas and almost had to make a forced landing.  Many planes 
did when their gas was exhausted.  After being thrown around in the gale and 
sweating the rain and wind out, we made it back to our base.  We were bounced 
around like a toy balloon over the sky and almost all of us were on the verge of air 
sickness.  I was too scared to be sick.  I kissed the ground after we landed and 
shortly after, went to the chapel to thank God for bringing me back safe. 
 
The End. 
Thank God I’m alive. 
 

25 Nov 1944, BINGEN, 42-50575 UNKNOWN [AIRCRAFT], 149, 2369 
 The target was a marshalling yard.  Flak was meager and inaccurate.  Results 
were fair, though the cloud cover made observation almost impossible. 
 
12 Dec 1944, HANAU, 42-50740 OUR BURMA, 156, 2470 
 The target was a marshalling yard.  Direct hits were made on the railroad station; 
goods depot; rolling stock; trackage; locomotive depot; industrial area; road over railroad 
bridge; roundhouse; holding sidings; barges and dock areas; a Dunlop tire factory; a 
metal works plant; and built up areas of the city.  Flak was meager and inaccurate.  CPT 
Evans flew lead of the second section; MAJ Charles E. Breeding was aboard as 
Command Pilot. 
 
30 Dec 1944, NEUWIED, 42-50504 UNKNOWN [AIRCRAFT], 161, 2571 

                                                 
69  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Nov44/458BG-149-25Nov44.pdf (Sept. 2015).  
 
70  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Dec44/458BG-156-12Dec44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
71 http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Dec44/458BG-161-30Dec44.pdf (Sept. 2015). 

http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Nov44/458BG-149-25Nov44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Dec44/458BG-156-12Dec44.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Dec44/458BG-161-30Dec44.pdf
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 The target was the railroad bridge.  Results unobserved due to cloud cover.  CPT 
Evans flew lead of the second squadron with CPT David S. Quinn aboard as Command 
Pilot.  This and CPT Evans’ next four missions were flown in support of ground troops 
during the Battle of the Bulge, http://www.458bg.com/december-1944 (Sept. 2015). 
 
1 Jan 1945, KOBLENZ, 42-50504 UNKNOWN [AIRCRAFT], 163, 2672 
 The target was a railroad bridge.  CPT Evans flew lead of the second squadron 
with 2LT Theodore F. Wagner aboard as Command Pilot.  The “Aircraft Not Attacking 
Report” states that as the formation approached the I.P., two groups of aircraft cut in front 
on a heading toward England.  One of the Command Pilots thought this meant a recall, so 
ordered the three squadrons to head for home.  Thus none of the 24 aircraft in the three 
squadrons dropped their bombs on the target. 
 
 “Our bombing altitude was to be 22,000 feet with -32 degree Celsius at this 
altitude,” wrote S/SGT Maurice Lee Watson, gunner aboard a B-24 that was lead of the 
third squadron, “But the lead ship went to . . . 26,000 feet.”73 
 
 Moreover, this mission was described as74 
 

[R]eally a tough one.  The assigned target for the day was the [railroad bridge] 
over the Moselle River at Guls on the SW outskirts of Koblenz.  A juicy target as 
it is an important [supply] link in [the German break-out during the Battle of the 
Bulge].  Twenty-seven A/C were dispatched . . . Even at take-off we were plagued 
with heavy cloud coverage and it persisted along the route.  When the formation 
was about 40 miles from the Group I.P. they ran into a terrific headwind which 
was computed at 180 mph at 40 degrees resulting in a restriction to ground speed 
of about 20 mph.  At this point the formation was alone, and rather than buck the 
wind which would eventually mean a low gas supply, the decision was made to 
abandon the mission.  Three of our A/C bombed with other groups while the rest 
of the formation returned the bombs to base. 

 
8 Jan 1945, STADTKYLL, 42-50740 OUR BURMA, 167, 2775 
 The target was a road intersection near a communications center.  CPT Evans 
flew lead of the second squadron; MAJ Charles H. Booth was aboard as Command Pilot.  
Owing to winter weather, the formation had to fly at 24,000’ (the crews had been briefed 
to fly at 22,000’), and eventually climbed to 25,500’ where the temperature was -55°.  
Cloud cover over the target was complete.  Bombing had to be done via G-H, a radio 
navigation system; thus the results were unobserved.  

                                                                                                                                                 
 
72  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-163-01Jan45.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 
73  Watson Diary. 
 
74  http://www.458bg.com/january-1945 (Oct. 2015). 
 
75  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-167-08Jan45.pdf (Sept. 2015). 
 

http://www.458bg.com/december-1944
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-163-01Jan45.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/january-1945
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-167-08Jan45.pdf
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“The formation had a hectic flight under the clouds back to base . . . There were 

only five A/C left in the formation when they finally reached base after crossing B-17 
landing patterns and coming through snow squalls . . . The rest of the formation . . . 
returned safely, the others having landed at other bases [in England] . . .” wrote SGT Lee 
Watson, ball turret gunner, in another aircraft in a sister squadron.76 

 
The Mission Log of T/SGT Charles Dykstra, radio operator on a ship in the same 

formation, describes the flight: 
 
Boy, we thought we had it today.  The weather wasn't fit for anything – not even a 
bird.  Actually took off in a blizzard.  Willie and Hess [co-pilot and pilot] both 
had to fly it on takeoff.  It was snowing something furious – plus a terrific 
crosswind between 35 and 50 MPH.  Thought we were going to crackup on 
takeoff.  All the ships made it but only by a miracle of that I'm sure.  Even at 
altitude the visibility was very bad and the ships were all over the sky.  We ran 
low on gas and had to land at a different ‘limey’ base (Manston).  It was awfully 
cold -57 degrees below centigrade - about 65 degrees below Fahrenheit.”77 

 
16 Jan 1945, Assembly Crew, 41-28697 SPOTTED APE, 17178 
 Assembly flight; did not count as a combat mission. 
 
21 Jan 1945, HEILBRONN, 42-50608 FILTHY MCNAUGHTY, 173, 2879 
 The target was a marshalling yard.  Heavy contrails from the lead group over the 
target obscured vision.  Seeing a hole in the cloud at a target of opportunity, and realizing 
that the primary had been passed, the formation decided to drop on the target, the town of 
Arnback.  Bombs were dropped with poor results, for only a few fell on the town itself, 
the others in an open field.  CPT Evans flew wing in the second squadron. 

 

                                                 
76  Watson Diary. 
 
77  http://www.458bg.com/crewtj2hess.htm (Oct. 2015). 
 
78  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-171-16Jan45.pdf (Sept. 2015); 
http://www.458bg.com/storiesspottedape.htm (Sept. 2015). 
 
79  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-173-21Jan45.pdf (Sept, 2015); 
http://www.458bg.com/january-1945 (Feb. 2016). 
 

http://www.458bg.com/crewtj2hess.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-171-16Jan45.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/storiesspottedape.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-173-21Jan45.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/january-1945
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Heilbronn, Germany, from 20,000 feet 

http://www.458bg.com/crewkj18hoffman.htm (Sept. 2015) Photo credit, the Boudreau Family 
 
29 Jan 1945, MUNSTER, 42-50499 COOKIE/OPEN POST, 175, 2980 
 The secondary target, a marshalling yard, was attacked, at the request of ground 
forces who wanted German communication lines to be damaged.  Twenty-eight aircraft 
went over the target; CPT Evans flew lead of the second squadron.  Cloud cover was 
complete, so H2X (ground mapping radar) equipment was used, and the Command Pilots 
reported a good run. 
 
 

                                                 
80  http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-175-29Jan45.pdf (Sept. 2015). 

http://www.458bg.com/crewkj18hoffman.htm
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Jan45/458BG-175-29Jan45.pdf
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A sample of the extreme cloud conditions that faced the 458th BG in January 1945 

http://www.458bg.com/january-1945 (Sept. 2015) Photo credit, Roland Rue 
 

It is not known why only 29 of CPT Evans’ 30 combat missions appear in the 
records.  Darin Scorza had this to say in an e-mail dated 23 September 2015 to the author: 

 
Upon arrival at the [BG], each new crew’s pilot would be assigned to fly a 
mission (as co-pilot) with an experienced crew in order to gain an understanding 
of how the [BG] operated on a typical mission.  Likewise, the rest of the crew 
would usually be assigned to an experienced pilot to fly their first mission.  So 
while this first mission counted for the crew’s pilot and the crew, it may not be 
accurately reflected in the records that I have compiled.  The primary record set 
for the mission lists that I have compiled are the [BG’s] formation plans, which 
contain only the name of the pilot and not additional crew members on each 
aircraft.  So, for this first mission of Sam’s, he would not have shown on the 
formation plans since he would have been the co-pilot.  There are load lists (in 
those 63 boxes at the NARA) for each mission, showing exactly who was on each 
aircraft.  I only have load lists for about 25 of the [BG’s] 240 missions. 

 
 See also http://www.458bg.com/crewlamers (Feb. 2016) for the May 28, 1944, 
diary entry of 2LT Gordon W. Lamers. 

 
  

http://www.458bg.com/january-1945
http://www.458bg.com/crewlamers
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Eighteen of the B-24 Liberators flown by CPT Evans 
 

B-24JAZ-155 CO, 44-40288, Bad Girl 
http://www.b24bestweb.com/badgirl1.htm (Oct. 2015) 

 
This is the aircraft he flew on his first recorded flight (second sortie), 8 June 1944.  In 
October of that year she crash-landed at Horsham and was salvaged.  BAD GIRL was 
AZON equipped, as were several other aircraft he piloted. 
 
 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/badgirl1.htm
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B-24H10 DT, 41-28719, Paddlefoot 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/paddlefoot3.htm (Oct. 2015) 
 

CPT Evans flew her to France on his first recorded combat mission on 24 June 1944. 
 
 
 

 
B-24JAZ-140 CO, 42-110163, Time’s A Wastin’ 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/timesawastin-v2-4.htm (Oct. 2015) 
 

An AZON equipped aircraft he flew to Germany on his second and third missions, on 28 
June and 7 July 1944. 
 
 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/paddlefoot3.htm
http://www.b24bestweb.com/timesawastin-v2-4.htm
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B-24H-25-DT, 42-51110, Top O' The Mark 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/topothemark-v1-2.htm (Oct. 2015) 
 
He flew her to France on his fourth combat mission on 8 July 1944.  She crash-landed at 
Horsham on 29 June 1944 when returning from a bomb run after being set on fire by flak.  
The pilot gave the order to bail out, then recalled it.  Due to failure of the intercom, two 
crewmen did bail in Germany; one was taken POW, the other killed.  The aircraft was 
repaired. 
 
 
 

 
B-24-JAZ-155 CO, 44-40285, Table Stuff  

http://www.b24bestweb.com/tablestuff-v2-1.htm (Oct. 2015) 
 
One of the original 458th BG’s AZON-equipped ships.  CPT Evans flew her on mission 
nos. 5 (12 July 1944) and 10 (25 July 1944), and on what would have been mission no. 6 
(17 July 1944), but had to abort due to his co-pilot’s stomach cramps at 18,000’. 
 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/topothemark-v1-2.htm
http://www.b24bestweb.com/tablestuff-v2-1.htm
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B-24H-15 CO, 42-52441, Last Card Louie 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/lastcardlouie3.htm (Oct. 2015) Photo credit:  Edward Silver 
 

Shown with 2LT Edward Silver, a navigator in the 755th Squadron, in Clastres, France, 
likely on a truckin’ run.  CPT Evans flew LAST CARD LOUIE on his sixth mission on 17 
July 1944. 
 

 
 

 
 B-24J-140 CO, 42-110141, Breezy Lady 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Consolidated_B-24J-140-CO_Liberator_42-
110141_492nd_BG,_859th_BS.jpg (Oct. 2015) 

 
On mission no. 7 on 20 July 1944, BREEZY LADY’s nose gear refused to descend, but 
CPT Evans managed to land her safely. 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/lastcardlouie3.htm
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Consolidated_B-24J-140-CO_Liberator_42-110141_492nd_BG,_859th_BS.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Consolidated_B-24J-140-CO_Liberator_42-110141_492nd_BG,_859th_BS.jpg
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B-24K-150 CO, 44-40201, Silver Chief 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/silverchief-v2-3.htm (Oct. 2015) 
 

He flew her on mission no. 8 on 28 July 1944.  She was salvaged after a forced- or crash-
landing on the continent in January 1945. 
 
 
 

 
B-24AZ-155 CO, 44-40275, Shack Time 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/shacktime5.htm (Oct. 2015) Photo credit:  George Reynolds 
 
Another AZON equipped aircraft.  He flew her on mission no. 9 on 24 July 1944 to the 
Normandy area after the D-Day invasion.  He also flew her on two AZON missions, his 
14th (to France on 17 August 1944) and 16th (to Holland on 25 August 1944). 

 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/silverchief-v2-3.htm
http://www.b24bestweb.com/shacktime5.htm
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B-24JAZ-155 CO, 44-40281, A Dog's Life 

http://www.458bg.com/crewshannon.htm (Sept. 2015) Photo credit:  George Reynolds 
 
She was AZON equipped.  CPT Evans flew her six times, on one aborted flight (15 
August 1944) and on mission nos. 11 (1 August 1944), 12 (6 August 1944), 13 (9 August 
1944), 15 (18 August 1944) and 20 (14 October 1944).  On mission no. 15, her wing was 
clipped, and CPT Evans had to limp her back to England.  Six months later, she crashed 
near Horsham St. Faith when returning from a practice flight with the loss of all nine 
crew members. 
 
 
 

http://www.458bg.com/crewshannon.htm
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B-24JAZ-100 CO, 42-100431, Bomb-Ah-Dear 

http://www.458bg.com/crewej4curland (Sept. 2015) 
 
Another AZON plane, shown taxiing at Horsham.  CPT Evans flew her on an AZON 
mission (his mission no. 17) on 26 August 1944.  She was lost over Germany in October 
1944, most likely from flak damage.  Four crew members perished, five survivors were 
taken as POWs.  On that tragic flight, she was the “tail end Charlie” of the squadron CPT 
Evans led, http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Oct44/458BG-139-30Oct44.pdf (Sept. 
2015). 
 

 
 

http://www.458bg.com/crewej4curland
http://www.458bg.com/MissionPDFs/Oct44/458BG-139-30Oct44.pdf
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B-24JAZ-155 CO. 44-40283, Lassie Come Home 

http://www.458bg.com/crewdiehl.htm (Sept. 2015) 
 
Again, AZON equipped.  He flew her to Germany on mission no. 18 on 10 September 
1944.  In January 1945, she incurred battle damage over the continent.  The flight was 
aborted and the crew returned to Horsham with the #1 engine feathered.  During the 
landing, she lost a second engine on the same side and crashed into a residential area 
about a mile from Horsham.  Only one crew member of the nine aboard survived. 
 
 

http://www.458bg.com/crewdiehl.htm
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B-24H-10 DT, 41-28714, Cyclone/Utterly Devastating 

http://alfredhlockeb24crew.weebly.com/planes-389th-bg.html (Oct. 2015) 
 
The photo was taken in September 1944 at RAF Halesworth (about 30 miles southeast of 
Horsham St. Faith), the home of another BG.  The people pictured were members of the 
Auxiliary Territorial Service from Acle, Norfolk (about 13 miles east of Horsham).  
CYCLONE was borrowed for CPT Evans’ 29 September 1944 truckin’ flight.  She was 
eventually declared war weary and salvaged. 
 

 

http://alfredhlockeb24crew.weebly.com/planes-389th-bg.html
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B-24J-401 CF, 42-50456, Dorothy Kay Special 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/dorothykayspecial1.htm (Oct. 2015) 
 
This is the B-24 that hit the wing on CPT Evans’ Liberator, A DOG’S LIFE, on 18 
August 1944.  He flew DOROTHY KAY SPECIAL to Germany on mission no. 19 on 14 
October 1944. 
 
 

 

 
B-24J-1 F0, 42-50768, Arise My Love And Come With Me 

http://www.458bg.com/crewej36wilburn.htm (Sept. 2015) Photo credit:  Jim Hartwick 
 

He piloted this B-24 twice, on 30 October and 5 November 1944, on mission nos. 21 and 
22 to Germany. 
 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/dorothykayspecial1.htm
http://www.458bg.com/crewej36wilburn.htm
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B-24J-5, 42-50740, Our Burma 

http://www.458bg.com/Aircraft/PDFsheet/OurBurma_WEB.pdf (Sept. 2015) 
 
He flew this aircraft on two missions over Germany – no. 24 (12 December 1944) and no. 
27 (8 January 1945). 
 
 
 
 

 
 

B-24H-10 DT, 41-28697, Spotted Ape 
http://www.458bg.com/storiesspottedape.htm (Sept. 2015) Painting by Mike Bailey 

 

http://www.458bg.com/Aircraft/PDFsheet/OurBurma_WEB.pdf
http://www.458bg.com/storiesspottedape.htm
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B-24H-10 DT, 41-28697, Spotted Ape, getting the formation together in good weather 

http://www.458bg.com/crewba6gilbert.htm (Oct. 2015) Photo:  Fold3 

Assembly ships were aircraft specially fitted to assemble individual group formations at 
the beginning of a combat mission.  They were equipped with unique lighting; carried 
pyrotechnics; and were painted in distinctive colors and patterns so that their flock could 
easily recognize them.  The skeleton crew usually consisted of a pilot, co-pilot, navigator, 
radio operator, and flight engineer.  

SPOTTED APE, SPOTTED ASS APE and WONDER BREAD were some names the 
crews called the 458th BG’s assembly ship.  Beginning in June 1944, she had a long 
career in forming the 458th’s squadrons in the crowded skies on mission days.  After she 
got her group into proper formation, she returned to base. 

CPT Evans flew her once, on 16 January 1945. 

Her career ended in March 1945 when, upon landing, she skidded off the runway and 
ended on her belly.  She was then written off as salvage, 
http://www.458bg.com/storiesspottedape.htm (Sept. 2015). 

 

http://www.458bg.com/crewba6gilbert.htm
http://www.458bg.com/storiesspottedape.htm
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B-24J-401 CF, 42-50499, Cookie (renamed from Open Post)                    
http://www.b24bestweb.com/cookie-v3-1.htm (Oct. 2015) 

This is the aircraft CPT Evans flew on his last combat mission on 29 January 1945. 

 

 

 
http://www.worldwarphotos.info/gallery/usa/aircrafts-2-3/b-24-liberator/b-24-liberator-bomber-

nose-art-494th-bomb-group-3/ (Sept. 2015) 
 
While not a 458th BG’s Liberator (SABU was in the Pacific theater), this nose art photo 
perhaps shows the pride that B-24 crews took in their “flying boxcars”. 

http://www.b24bestweb.com/cookie-v3-1.htm
http://www.worldwarphotos.info/gallery/usa/aircrafts-2-3/b-24-liberator/b-24-liberator-nose-art-no-dice/
http://www.worldwarphotos.info/gallery/usa/aircrafts-2-3/b-24-liberator/b-24-liberator-bomber-nose-art-494th-bomb-group-3/
http://www.worldwarphotos.info/gallery/usa/aircrafts-2-3/b-24-liberator/b-24-liberator-bomber-nose-art-494th-bomb-group-3/

